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When the price of oil plunged in 2014, industry analysts predicted that shale plays would be shutdown as they 
would no longer be economical. In reality, the North America shale industry did not just survive, it thrived. How? 
  
The most successful companies responded by exercising capital discipline and effectively managing their resources. 
As a result, breakeven prices for the key unconventional plays were decreased by 40-60%. Reduction of service pric-
ing alone cannot account for the improvement in profitability relative to oil price. What other factors contributed?  
  
This presentation captures the key lessons learned. The organizational, operational, and technological advance-
ments which allowed the shale industry to continue to thrive in a “lower for longer” price environment are illustrat-
ed through case histories. Geologists worked to identify each play’s core, while companies evolved from delineation 
to full field development. The synergistic effect of combining new technology with operational efficiency is illustrat-
ed by the ability to drill longer laterals with significant decreases in drill days. Completion optimization, fueled by 
the use of big data analytics, resulted in drastic increases in EUR allowing expansion of the core in many plays. Im-
provements in artificial lift technologies accelerated early time production, significantly increasing the net present 
value of capital employed. Throughout all of these processes, cooperative relationships between the service sector 
and E&P companies was imperative to the continued success of the industry. 
  
Can the lessons learned by the shale industry be applied in the global setting?  Absolutely.  
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